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AirlessTool

Work up to 30 % more
effectively with the
internally fed paint
roller for all Airless
systems

handy
light
efficient

…for indoors
…for outdoors
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InlineRoller - internally fed Paint Roller system
Rolling
easily with Airless technique

Paint is delivered automatically

High quality pad-

The patented paint

ded, woven plush

distributor contains

paint roller, also

closed cavities to reduce

for facades.

weight.

from the drum to the paint
roller by an airless diaphragm
or piston pump. Without dragging buckets about or diping
into them. This is convenient

Integral tool for ope-

and efficient e.g. when working

ning the paint distributor

on facades from scaffolding.

when fitting and removing

The InlineRoller is more econo-

the paint roller and for

mical than any manual roller

cleaning.

Practical hanging facility for

and the paint distribution is

the roller on the scaffolding

much more uniform.

thanks to the shaped neck.

The system can be completely dismantled without
tools. For simple

changing of the

Light

extension, easy cleaning

weight thanks to

or convenient transport.

the hollow aluminium design.

Handy: thanks to the swiveljoint between handle and exten-

Versatile flexible hose whip

sion the roller can always be used

(including scaffolding hook)

in the most comfortable working

with a large radius of action

position.

for efficient working.

Feed control handle with 2-finger

the supply pump, high-pres-

trigger: ergonomically matched

sure hoses up to 100 metres

to fit the hand.

long can be connected.

Accessories

Basic equipment

Knitted plush paint rollers

InlineRoller
- Plush fabric roller 13 mm pile
- Roller frame
- Paint distributor
- Extension 50 cm
with swivel joint
- Feed control
- 7,5 m hose whip
- Double fitting for connecting
high pressure hose
- Scaffolding hook
Best-Nr. 0345 010

0327 223

Knitted plush paint roller, unpadded, 11 mm pile

0345 902

High quality woven plush paint roller, padded, 20 mm pile

0345 324

Hight quality woven plush paint roller, padded, 13 mm pile

for rough surfaces on facades and indoors. With spare seal.

The original packaging can be
used as a storage and a transport
box. This means you always have
the roller system conveniently to
hand.
Ask your dealer!

for facades and indoor areas. With spare seal.

Telescopic extension
0345 901

Telescopic extension, 60 to 100 cm

0345 915

Extension complete, 0.3 m

0345 916

Extension complete, 1.2 m

Roller airtight box
0345 912

www.wagner-group.com

Roller airthight box for storage
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Depending on the paint and

